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revenue bill placing on the free list all 
but distinctly recent works of art-yet 
fresh in our memory, offsetting this en 
couragement, are the incidents of the Lin 
coln Memorial, the Fine Arts Council, the 
Barry Statue, no one of which shows in 
creasing respect for expert advice nor 
appreciation of art aside from commer 
cial value. Assurance. is given, by those 
who have the project much at heart, that 
the Park Commission Plan will be car 
ried out, but no detail of this plan has 
yet been adopted, save through tactful 
persuasion on the part of those in high 
offices, and in the face of opposition. 
From time to time the question of expert 
supervision of the fine arts has been agi 
tated. Indeed, within the past fifty years 
no less than fifteen bills have been intro 
duced into Congress with this object in 
view, but no results have accrued, and 
none will accrue until a broader interest 
is taken in the subject. The fault does 
not lie entirely with Congress. We Amer 
icans, as a people, are prone to forget. 

Our interest is easily aroused and quick 
ly spent, we make a splendid showing in 
a short dash, but fall behind indifferently 
on the long run. To secure legislative 
reform, persistent, unflagging pressure is 
required. The establishment of a Depart 

ment, or a Bureau, of Fine Arts; the or 
ganization of a National Fine Arts Com 
mission, or Council; the development of a 
National Gallery, and the adoption of the 
Park Commission Plan for the future de 
velopment of Washington, are logical and 
eminently laudable, and for this reason 
they will eventually be sanctioned and 
secured. But unless a lively interest is 

manifested in these matters by the people 
at large, throughout the country, that day 
may be infinitely distant. V 

PATRONAGE. 

Much harm is done the cause of art by 
setting it before the public in the guise 
of a suppliant in need of alms. Again and 
again we are gravely told that unless we 
patronize art it will not live, a state 
ment which when carefully scrutinized is 
found not only misleading but- false. Art 
cannot die though it may become somno 

lent, and it is not for art's sake that 
patronage should be bestowed but for our 
own. Unless we patronize art we shall 
not live. This applies to the individual, 
the community, the nation. None will 
deny that the man who surrounds himself 
with works of art is enviably rich; that 
the town or city upbuilt in accordance 

with the tenets of art has the greatest 
chance of prosperity; or that the nation 
giving birth to the greatest artists can 
be best assured of perpetual remem 
brance. What folly, then, to prate of 
the virtue of patronage! Obviously, 
good art pays, and to starve the artist is 
as great folly as to kill the goose that lays 
the golden egg. The trouble is that so 
much pseudo-sentiment has been expended 
on the subject that it is hard to get it on 
a basis of sound sense. As soon as the 
average wayfarer enters the field of art 
he shows an inclination to grow flighty. 
To him the beggar is more romantic than 
the workman, and to play the role of a 

Mfedici is a temptation even to the strong. 
It is true that artists have at times a hard 
struggle for existence, but so have lawyers 
and doctors and scientists, everyone, in 
fact, who lives by his or her wits and is 

more or less dependent upon a fitful pub 
lic demand. And their reward is greater 
than the majority, if not in coin of the 
realm, in pleasure of production. They 
are not to be pitied, but envied, not to 
be charitably patronized, but frankly 
recognized and respected as producers of 
invaluable wares. To the lame and the 
halt and the blind, the hard winds must 
be tempered, but not to the sturdy, the 
brave, the farseeing. Patronage is de 
sirable, nay essential, but it must be of 
the unpatronizing sort. It cannot be scat 
tered broadcast but must be given wisely. 
Every one who employs a poor workman 
is putting a premium upon incompetency, 
and in like manner those who purchase 
unworthy works of art are culpable for 
lowering the standard. A thoughtless 
vogue, for art is as much to be feared as 
indifference. We have today much rea 
son for pride in the accomplishment of 
our American artists and ample oppor 
tunity for discriminating patronage. We 
should not, however, forget that in be 
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stowing this benefit we are primarily in 
suring self-profit. and that, therefore, no 
obligation is imposed. To patronize.art 
is an honor-to neglect it, a disgrace. 

BEAUTY IN SERVICEABILITY 

It sometimes happens that a word is 
either so much used or ill-used that it 
ceases to convey its original meaning and 
becomes, as it were, a menace through 
perversion. Such, in a measure, has been 
the unhappy fate of that excellent and 
almost indispensable word beautifulsince 
ambition prompted it to leave the ranks 
of adjectives and aspire to distinction as 
-a noun. In an impromptu spee.ch at the 
recent convention of the American Insti 
tute of Architects the retiring president, 

Mr. Cass Gilbert, called attention to 
the erroneous impression created in the* 
public mind by the exploitation of the 
"City Beautiful," urging that hereafter 
emphasis be placed upon the city useful 
-the citys livable-not, one play be sure, 
with any intention of minimizing the 
value of beauty but rather of placing the 
consideration of city planning on a com 
monsense footing. For beauty after all 
is distinctly associated with fitness, with 
serviceability, and the sooner it is so 
understood the sooner will it find accept 
ance. City planning has to do with some 
thing more than aspect-the lives of the 
citizens. It comprehends housing condi 
tions, traffic regulations, sanitation. A 
city built without regard for the comfort 
and convenience of those who dwell within 
its boundaries could scarcely be declared 
to have genuine beauty. A fine park, one 
good street, a handsome fountain or mon 
ument, cannot, as some apparently sup 
pose, be made to cover a multitude of sins 
in the form of tenement districts, refuse 
heaps, bad water supply and congested 
traffic. Yet it is quite possible to satisfy 
a municipal pride with a veneer, to look 
only on the outside, to confuse hysteria 
with enthusiasm, and for these reasons the 
warning as regards the misinterpretation 
of the "City Beautiful" was not only time 
ly, but worth repeating. It must be un 
derstood that the most beautiful cities are 
those that are best planned. 

NOTES 
A. I. A. The Forty-Third Con 

CONVENTION, vention of the American 
WASHINGTON, Institute of Architects 

D. C. h e 1 d at Washington, 
D. C., December 14th, 

15th, and 16th was marked, as usual, by 
a dignity in procedure indicative both of 
broadmindedness and high purpose. Very 
properly, the greater part of the sessions 
was devoted to the transaction of business 
and the discussion of matters of such vital 
moment to the architectural profession as 
contracts, competitions, schedule of 
charges and codes, but other topics of 
general interest were also brought up for 
consideration, such, for example, as Gov 
ernment art and the relation of the rail 
ways to national and municipal develop 
ment. In his opening address, Mr. Cass 
Gilbert, the retiring president, reminded 
the delegates that while it was right to 
devote much time to those matters which 
relate to architecture as a profession, 
they must not neglect its development 
as an art, declaring that scholarship, 
intellectual achievement, scientific re 
search, and, above all, the art of 
designing, are and always would be of 
the utmost importance to the Institute. 
Recommending that the Institute take 
such action, through its committees or 
otherwise, as might be deemed most effec 
tive in seeking the favorable action of 
Congress and of the Executive to the end 
that a permanent Bureau or Council of 
the Fine Arts shall be established by the 
National Government, Mr. Gilbert said: 

"It has been urged that the Institute 
should advocate, in place of the Bureau 
or Council of the Fine Arts, a Department 
of Public Works, under which would be 
placed the construction, adornment, and 
maintenance of all public buildings, 
bridges, parks, and roadways. Such a de 
partment, co-ordinating the functions of 
both structural and artistic design, would 
seem to be justified by the vast extent of 
the Government's enterprises. But the 
exact method by which the general result 
should be obtained is of comparatively 

minor importance." And later on, re 
ferring to other objects to be advocated 
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